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BIH START-UP PRICEMATE LAUNCHES ONLINE PLATFORM

BIH start-up company PriceMate launched their online Price Comparison Website under the theme:
“Bringing PriceMate To The World”. The product launch was officiated by the Hon. Minister of Tertiary

Education, Research, Science & Technology, Dr Douglas Letsholathebe at the Botswana Innovation Hub.



PriceMate is a Botswana Price Comparison Website that connects consumers and merchants across
Botswana at a click of a button enabling consumers to “Save Time and Money”.



The platform offers consumers convenience of finding products without having to run around from one
shop to another with an added benefit of comparing prices across various shops in Botswana at a click of a

button.



PriceMate has developed a ‘virtual mall’ that transforms online shopping into the ‘new normal’ and
minimizing the number of large crowds of customers in malls/shops. This fits squarely with Government’s

COVID-19 social distancing protocols.

The website was meticulously developed by a team of young locally trained Batswana, specifically for the
Botswana market as the first phase.

PriceMate is a company under the BIH incubation programme since 2018, receiving an array of services
including; technical advice, coaching and mentorship and other interventions for business growth.



“It is an exciting era in Botswana to see one of our own changing the landscape of shopping in Botswana,
using game changing ideas that makes it easier for consumers to know where to find products and make

online purchases at a click of a button. With technological advancement such as those provided by
PriceMate, the country improves its status in terms of its ranking on the world digital stage.”

- Hon Dr Douglas Letsholathebe





ASSISTANT MINISTER MEETS WITH BIH STARTUPS

The Assistant Minister of The Ministry of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and Technology, Botswana,
Hon. Machana Shamukuni met with BIH start-up companies housed under the First Steps Venture Centre

Technology Incubator Program.



The purpose of the visit was to appreciate and appraise the progress made by projects within the BIH
Incubation Program.



“I am glad to have interacted with some of the innovators assisted by BIH. The innovators are really putting
a lot of effort in developing relevant solutions, they need Government support, Private Sector support and

Community support to see their solutions to fruition. We reassure BIH of Government’s commitment to



supporting and assisting the Hub in developing and capacitating research and innovation in the country
albeit challenges of limited resources.

Solutions to our challenges are best developed by our own innovators, and they are indeed capable of that.
There is need for Government’s uptake of local solutions hence we are reviewing the PPADB procurement
policy. I believe that there is need for preferential procurement from our innovators that is deliberate, in

order to grow our own market”.

-Hon. Machana Shamukuni
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CALLING CODERS, DEVELOPERS AND PROGRAMMERS TO SHOWCASE
THEIR SKILLS
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BIH is calling software developers to join a web-based platform that showcases digital skills
of software developers to stakeholders (both private and public) and interest them to

collaborate or procure developers skills.

The BIH Top 1000 Digital Skills Platform enlists top 1000 software developers in the country.
The registered innovators will be able to participate in developer activities such as

workshops, trainings, hackathons and many others that will be facilitated through the
platform.

Software developer are encouraged to register at https://www.skillsranker.bih.co.bw or access
the platform through the BIH website https://www.bih.co.bw/
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